Video Correction Service for Independent and Integrated
Writing Tasks
●

Correction of all sentence structure, punctuation, mechanics, and word choice errors

●

Restructuring of thesis, topic sentences, and supporting details if needed

●

An explanation of why you received the score you did and suggestion of TOEFL lessons
to help you improve

●

Your essay will be rewritten so you can see what you need to do to receive a perfect
score on the TOEFL writing tasks.

To help you understand the usefulness of my error correction service, I will include a sample writing
prompt that one of my students answered, his response to the writing prompt, my editing suggestions,
and my video corrections of what changes I made and why.

Writing Prompt:
Some students prefer to attend a small university. Others prefer to attend a big university. Discuss the
advantages of each. Then indicate which type of university you prefer? Use specific reasons and details
to support your answer.

Student Response: 2.5/5.0 or 15/30 pts.
The purposes of student to choose the university are variable. If the advantage of university can
conform student’s purpose, this university can be a good university. There are 2 reasons could let
student resolve which university they want to go: tuition and environment, and this 2 reasons can
classify if the university is small or big.
The small university are usually require less tuition to attract people apply their department. In contrast,
the equipment in university will be much older than big university. Secondly, the environment of
university is including location and air pollution. The big university, which located at big city, can
receive some news and new technology faster than small university which located at outskirt. However,
the small university has good air quality, while the big university has not.
In my opinion, I will choose big university rather than small university for 2 reasons. First, big
university can receive the new massage from the world faster than small university. In this generation,
if you can’t follow the step of the world, you will be eliminated quickly and no competitive to against
other people. This is important when people choose a university, because it can determine if you can
have board world view or not. For example, my cousin spent his whole college life in small university
which located at country. It made his mind narrow and close, and he always refuse to accept some news
or notions. A closed-mind person is hard to self- breakthrough and created a better future. Second,
although the tuition are high for big university, the quality higher than small school. If the hi- tech
equipment are new. Student can study efficient.
To sum up, both tuition and environment can affect people choose big or small university. People
should consider it when choose the university.

Edited Version: 5.0/5.0 or 30/30 pts.
After high school, some students may decide to attend universities in order to further their academic
knowledge and to increase their chances of getting high-paying jobs. In making their choices, these
students will consider the location, the reputation, and the academic and extracurricular activities that
universities offer them. Another factor in choosing universities relates to whether these institutions are
large or small. According to these students, small and large universities have advantages.
First of all, some students prefer smaller schools because they are less expensive. For instance, small
universities such as the University of Redlands, which has enrollment of 5,000 students, wants to
attract students so they offer tuition that is much lower, for example, than that of larger schools such as
University of California, Los Angeles, which has an enrollment of 30,000+ students. In addition, these
smaller schools often have more financial aid available to in-coming students to take advantage of,
which will also help make smaller schools less expensive than the larger ones. Finally, these smaller
schools often provide work-study programs for their enrolled students so that they can earn some
money in addition to taking classes toward their undergraduate and graduate majors. Therefore, lower
tuition, ample financial aid, and work-study programs offered at smaller schools help students to
achieve their financial goals without putting too much financial stress on them or their families.
Second of all, other students prefer larger universities because they believe that the quality of teaching
is higher. Large schools such as Boston University and the University of Southern California, both of
which boast enrollments of more than 25,000 students respectively, have professors who teach students
effectively, and these professors are well-published because the universities support their research
interests. In addition, larger universities, since they are competitive, are able to choose from a hiring
pool of some of the best lecturers in the United States. In addition, since these professors' classes are
large, they can get plenty of feedback from their students each term to help them improve their
teaching. Of course, students benefit from the excellent teaching since they will find their courses
dynamic, engaging, and easy to understand.
In my opinion, I will choose big universities rather than small universities because these larger schools
have newer hi-tech equipment from which students and faculty can benefit. For example, California
State University, San Bernardino, which has an enrollment of 20,000 students, uses smart boards so
that professors do not have to use chalk and white board markers when they teach their classes. In
addition, professors who use these smart boards can actively engage students by using the Internet and
these smart boards, even being able to make and save screen shots of important presentations. After the
class, the professors can use this hi-tech equipment to send e-mails to students containing the most
important points of the presentations. Finally, larger schools typically have bigger budgets so that they
can continually update their chemistry, physics, biology, and other labs on campus to ensure that
students are using the most hi-tech equipment available in their respective academic disciplines.
Therefore, the hi-tech equipment, often available at larger schools, is the primary reason why I prefer
these larger entities.

Sample Video Comments: https://youtu.be/nrT-yYfFqVY
This is the type of feedback you will get when I read, evaluate, score, and video correct one of your
essay.

